NOTES:
1. "D" HANDLE PROVIDED ON BREAKOUT SIDE, RECESSED HANDLE PROVIDED ON NON BREAKOUT SIDE.
2. NO FLOOR TRACK TO INTERFERE WITH TRAFFIC.
3. BREAKOUT IN ANY POSITION.
4. UNITS ARE HANDED FROM THE BREAKOUT SIDE.
5. VELVET WEATHERING IS STANDARD.
6. CASTERS ARE REQUIRED ON ALL PANELS GREATER THAN 54" WIDE AND/OR 200 LBS OR MORE.
7. ROUGH OPENING EQUALS FRAME WIDTH +1/2" AND FRAME HEIGHT +1/4".
8. SELF CLOSING AND HOLD OPEN (REQUIRES POWER TO HEADERS) FEATURES OPTIONAL ON UNITS WITH SIX PANELS UNDER 155 LBS.

Effective Date: 03 NOV 2014